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STOP PRESS! TOM WINS PENDLE!
First win at an
English Champs
race for any Helm
Hill runner…...a
fantastic result
for Tom and the
Helm. Tom started at the Helm as
a young junior—
what a proud day
for Billy and us
all!

HELM HILL’S 2014 KENDAL WINTER LEAGUE MOST
POPULAR EVER!
The KWL continues to go from
strength to strength with even
more runners than ever. See
inside for race reports.

Pic:Meanwell

WEEKLY TRAINING: RETURN TO THE HELM!! APRIL

INSIDE:

Hoorah! We are back on the Helm for the summer. Please be there
for 6:30pm prompt for Billy’s notices. On an environmental note—
please make an effort to limit cars: try and car-share, bike/run
there etc where possible.

37 pages of Club news,
race reports, pics, first race
experiences, training tips
and other stuff.
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UPCOMING CHAMPIONSHIP RACES

The KWL may be over but here comes the Spring and Summer races! Lots of members will be racing so if you fancy joining then and want some guidance/convincing have a chat at training with one of
the coaches.
NB list restricted to BOFRA & FRA Championship races –links for info & more races.
Helm Hill Club Champs.: see p8-9 or website http://www.helmhill.co.uk/index.php/races
FRA Junior & Senior English Champs http://fellrunner.org.uk/championships.php
BOFRA Champs http://bofra.co.uk/fixtures1.php
SENIORS…...
See also p9 for Helm Club Champs
April 5th Pendle FRA English
May 3rd Coniston HShoe FRA English
May 17th Sedbergh Gala BOFRA
June 1st Coniston Gullies BOFRA
June 7th Ennerdale FRA English
June 8th Kettlewell BOFRA
June 15th Hawkswick Dash BOFRA
June 15th Knowl Hill FRA U20 English
June 21st Clougha Pike FRA U20 English
June 22nd Helm Hill BOFRA
June 28th Kirkby Gala BOFRA
July 6th Skiddaw FRA U20 English
July 12th Alva Games BOFRA
July 20th Kentmere FRA English
July 20th Cracoe BOFRA
July 31st Ambleside Sports BOFRA

other fell races :
Fell Running Association
http://www.fellrunner.org.uk/races.php
BOFRA http://www.bofra.co.uk
Scottish Hill Racing
http://www.shr.uk.com/Calendar.aspx.

JUNIORS:
See also p8 for Helm Club Champs
May 17th Sedbergh Gala BOFRA
June 1st Coniston Gullies BOFRA
June 8th Kettlewell BOFRA
June 15th Hawkswick Dash BOFRA
June 22nd Helm Hill BOFRA
June 28th Kirkby Gala BOFRA
July 12th Alva Games BOFRA
July 20th Cracoe BOFRA
July 31st Ambleside Sports BOFRA

MARRIAGES/BIRTHS
Best Wishes to Bethan and Ben who are tying the knot on 12th
April…..the new Mr and Mrs Procter! And congratulations to Victoria and Paul who are expecting their first baby in September
(great effort on completing the winter league Victoria!)
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CLUB NEWS
The winter months have passed with Wednesday night training session on the
hilly streets of Kendal proving ever popular. This winter however has seen
Billy’s group whizzing up and down the Castle and Kendal Golf Course rough.
And the Monday night track session has become legendary! (see last newsletter)

Pics: woodentops.org

Woah! the Newsletter!!

A big warm welcome to lots of new members who have joined Helm Hill
Runners over the winter months. We all look forward to training and racing
with you. We’re all very friendly so ask any of the coaches or members if you
need help or advice about training and /or racing.
Important bit: All members need to have a read of the Membership
Bit on page 7 and the new FRA race rules summary on page 10
See you all on The Helm!
Thanks for all the contributions to another bumper newsletter—Rick and Ali
(newsletter eds)

CHAIRMAN’S REPORT—TIM MURRAY
Welcome to the first Newsletter of 2014 and
thanks again to Rick and Ali for putting it together
and to everyone who has contributed to another
bumper edition.....
It seems to be very busy at the moment and it's
great to be part of a Club where there is so much
happening!! Here's a few of my personal highlights
(and lowlights?) from the past few weeks....

the Sedbergh School race



Getting the news from Carnethy that
the Club had taken 4th place in the Team
event........a great result and even better next year???!



Reminding everyone to make sure they register in time for
the Winter league races and then forgetting to register myself
at Cunswick (at least I owned up)




Checking the entry list for the Kentmere race
in July and seeing that 44 Helm Hill Runners have
entered. What a turnout!!



Arriving at an empty Scout Scar for the first
Winter League Race of the series and seeing over
350 runners register and take part...a record!

Finding out that our Ladies had won the team prize at
High Cup Nick.......after Sharon T did a recount of the results



Hearing the feedback from Nick at English Athletics who
came to see us about our Club Mark accreditation. He asked a
Junior Group why they run with Helm Hill and they said 'cos
it's brilliant!'
....and there are many more!



Arriving at an empty Castle Inn pub for a
Coaches meeting and realising that I was a week
early.



Joining our Junior groups to climb the equivalent of Everest at the Castle with head torches in
the dark....we've got some fantastic young runners
at the Club



It was a big day for the Club on the 26th March when a representative from English Athletics came to assess our progress
towards Club Mark accreditation... The initial feedback from
Nick was very positive so thanks to everyone who was there
to create a great impression......... Hopefully we will have some
positive news in the next couple of weeks.!

Spending a cold, wet Tuesday morning in February with an intrepid band of HH runners doing
a recce of the Coniston race....in the Howgills.

In the meantime, the clocks have gone forward, we are back
on the Helm, there's a packed race calendar... Happy Running!!



Tim

Breaking the record for most runners sheltering in a Gazebo in the apocalyptic rain and wind at
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LADIES CAPTAIN’S BIT—ALI RICHARDS
What a great start we have had to 2014. We have had
more ladies than ever running in the Winter League races and a great turnout to other races too such as High
Cup Nick where we won the team prize. Sharon has
been leading the way for us with some fantastic results
on her return to racing…...definitely one to watch in the
English Champs. (Stop Press Sharon was 6th)
I am so chuffed with the response from everyone for
the championship races. Currently we have 14 ladies
entered for Pendle and a similar number for Kentmere.
Several of us are also doing Coniston and we have even
got a team and vets team for Ennerdale (me, Lindsay,
Marie, Rachel and Carrie have all entered—anyone else
let me know). It is brilliant to see the Helm Hill Ladies
making their mark in the fell racing champs and I am
sure we will improve on our previous positions this
year. (Stop Press: Joint 3rd team at Pendle!)
Other ladies results include Sally Ozanne’s second place
in the Haworth Hobble, Lindsay successfully completing
That’s Lyth a year after breaking her leg on the same
course, Charlotte stepping up to senior racing, and flying past everyone on the descents; Marie doing Edale
Skyline and Helen and Becca doing the Manchester marathon.

I have also recently ventured into
the world of Twitter and it would
be great to have some more female
representation on there. Currently
there is me (@helmladyali), Victoria (@wizatora) Helen Samson
(@samsonhelen) Becca (@AtkinsonBecca) and Sally
(@SalOzanne) but would be nice to have more of us.
It’s really not as complicated as I thought and to be
honest, if I can do it then anyone can!
Here is a simple guide to how it works:
1.

Go to twitter page and sign up. You need to
think of a unique twitter name @something.
You can then make your own page with a photo and little bit about yourself (bit like Facebook). This is the hardest bit!

2.

Now you can then start following people—
begin by following @HelmHill and then you will
see any tweets from the club. You can also
follow famous people or whatever your interests are there will be things to follow.

3.

Think of things to tweet. They have to be short
though! Could be how a race went, planned
runs, races you have entered, or any amusing
things that have happened. Or just random
thoughts. You get all sorts! Also you can tweet
photos and link to interesting articles etc. The
more you tweet the more chance that people
will follow you. But the good thing is that it is
likely that everyone in Helm Hill on twitter will
follow you straightaway (so you won’t look like
you are of no interest to anyone!)

4.

The great thing is that there is no pressure to
respond to a tweet, you can just read everyone
else’s if you want to.

5.

I have found that whereas Facebook seems to
have a tendency for people ‘showcasing’ their
lives, twitter seems to be much more about
life’s funny moments, and little snippets of people’s personalities and you can get a more ‘real’
insight into people’s lives, which is really nice
and often very amusing!

Kath has done an amazing job as Winter League CoOrdinator, giving up her chance to run in the races in
the process, so we look forward to seeing her back in
the racing field.
Several of us went to Sandra’s slide and supper night
about her Jos Naylor challenge. The film was wonderful
and really inspirational—if there is another chance to
see it then I highly recommend it.
We have many new ladies on training nights which is
fantastic—welcome to you all. Please can I make a plea
from our membership secretaries Yvonne and Bethan to
make sure that you all pay your membership and return
the form to them (copy with this newsletter) asap. This
makes their job much easier if they don’t have to chase
people up. Any ladies interested in racing, please just ask
as I am sure there will be several of us going to the club
championship races and various others over the spring
and summer months. I have a Helm Ladies contact list
on my phone, so if you would like to be on it to hear
about races, recces, and nights out then please just let
me know.

Really looking forward to a great year of training and
racing with Helm. You are all fab and make the job of
being ladies captain really rewarding. Happy running
everyone!
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MENS CAPTAIN’S BIT—BEN PROCTOR

H

ow did you spend your New Year's Day?
For many HHR members, this is an easy and dare
I say unforgettable answer - 'Nine standards'
Not only was it some of the worst running conditions
that many people have faced in recent years, but it held
the importance of being the 1st senior club championship. Were our members put off by the driving rain, high
winds, hail, low temperatures and hangovers? Not a
chance and what a well supported and competitive club
championship race it proved to be. It has also set the
tone for the fantastic support that everyone has shown
towards the 2nd and 3rd races in the series. Thanks
have to go out to all those who have raced at the club
championships so far and to Dave White for his organisation and results update. If you haven't done any yet, I
would highly recommend it. These races, when well
supported, create a great atmosphere on a Monday and
Wednesday night when club mates, friends and training
partners get the chance to gain a well earned 'scalp'.
It would only be right of me to mention the massive
success that the club has once again had with the Kendal
Winter League series this year (obvious special mention
goes to the Aubrey family). It amazes me how it continues to grow and develop from year to year but also the
amount of hard work and time some of our very valued
club members put in to running it. The competition
seems to have been high throughout the series and having spoken to many people about the races, it also
seems to have set our members up nicely for the fast
approaching BOFRA and English Champs race (senior
and junior).
In mid February I was fortunate enough to secure a seat
on the infamous 'fun bus' to the Carnethy 5 hill race in
Scotland. We managed to squeeze an impressive 14
adults on the bus and had Dave White driving the overflow car with another 4 seniors in. Unfortunately what
happened on the 'fun bus' can't be shared, but the whole
trip proved to be a massive success and a great day out.
For those who haven't heard Billy talk about the race
(very few people I imagine), the main draw to the race,
apart from the standard of competition, difficult running
conditions, and 5 tough climbs, is the 'claymore'. This
is a prize that is given to the winning men's team on the
day. Unfortunately we were unable to bring back the
claymore but the men's team finished a very respectable
4th place. What was more pleasing to me though was
the great mix of HHR members who made the trip up,
we had old and new members from both Billy's and
Russ' group which really helped to make it a club outing
to remember. I am more than sure that this will be a
trip made for many years to come (or at least until the
claymore comes back to HHR head quarters) so be sure
to get your entries in early next year!
I was overwhelmed by the number of people who attended the 2nd social orienteering event on Kendal Cas-

tle. As everyone had done so well on
the Helm in the summer, I thought it
was only right that the task was made
a touch more difficult by making everyone search for
home-made flags in the dark. Having 60 HHR members
turn up to compete and socialise on a dark and cold
Wednesday night is fantastic and I hope that everyone
gained the opportunity to meet and chat to someone
new or get to know a club member even better. I am
not sure what the summer social challenge will hold as
yet, but I am sure it will bring many laughs and stories to
tell in the pub afterwards.
Our senior men are popping up at all kinds of races at
the moment from the Haworth Hobble to That's Lyth
challenge and loads in between. Although it is difficult
to keep track of all the results, it is fantastic to see our
men casting the Helm net so far and wide. What I also
love is that we haven't lost sight of what many of us are
about - competing, whatever your ability at the highest
possible level and never more so has this been seen
than with the influx of entries for the first 3 English
Championship races. A special mention needs to go to
the poor organisers of the Kentmere Horseshoe. I can
only imagine what they thought when they saw 40 Helm
members fire up their computers to enter the race in
the first few days, what an excellent effort. I wish everyone the best of luck in their training for this and all
the races/challenges they have got coming up in the next
few months, and hope to see many more green vests on
start lines around the country.
Finally and most importantly, I am proposing a MEN'S
social evening on Saturday 3rd May in Kendal, this follows the Coniston English championship race. So gentlemen, get the ground work in early, get your pass outs
arranged and stamped, be good and let's see as many
Helm men in the Kendal pubs as possible. More information and details will follow.
Ben
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JUNIOR COORDINATOR’S BIT —DUNCAN RICHARDS

Racing Colours
And now they are here...the embroidered Helm Hill full and half racing colours. To earn yours this year, simply keep a record on the record
sheet (see website racing pages) of any race you do representing the club, get
your coach to sign it when you have reached either 12 or 24 races, and one will

MEMBERSHIP BIT —BETHAN BURKE

I

t’s that time of year again – the Helm Hill membership renewals are due. But have you ever wondered how important your membership is? Well, the answer is extremely – the club relies on
membership fees to provide a variety of benefits for members of all ages and abilities.
From printing this newsletter to funding training for coaches and holding social events, money from the Kendal
Winter League series and membership enables the club to continue supporting and developing members further.
As the club strives to offer even more benefits for members, there is a new fee structure for the 2014/15 membership season, which will remain fixed for the next couple of years –
Adult £12, Junior £6, Family £22. BUT if you sign up before April 30th 2014, there is an early bird discount fee – Adult £10, Junior £5, Family £20 – there has never been a better reason to hand your
membership form in early!

In comparison to many other running/athletics clubs in the
area, Helm Hill membership remains great value – and it’s
easy to see why. Over the past year, members have benefitted in a variety of ways thanks to club funding, including...
 Our coaches attend training courses on how to get the best out of our runners; juniors and seniors – to

continually improve the club training sessions
 As the ladies and mens’ teams go from strength to strength, the club has hired transport to take our athletes

to key races around the UK and fly the flag for Helm
 Runners gain recognition for their efforts - whether it be the Club Championship or a social training night

(such as the orienteering on Kendal Castle), there are prizes on offer. And soon, members will be able to
gain half or full Racing Colours for completing a number of races as a Helm Hill Runner
 Social events throughout the year, such as presentation evenings and the Christmas party, are a fantastic way

to bring all abilities and training groups together
 And of course, everyone is kept up to date and entertained with the must-read newsletters.
 Another benefit of becoming a member is the Wednesday night training sessions, coached by a number of

experienced and qualified coaches. These are members-only sessions, but newcomers are welcome to
come and join the training nights for a few weeks as a taster.
 As an FRA affiliated club all paid up members are eligible for FRA championship points and entering the relays

There are plenty of reasons why becoming a member is important to the club, so whether you are renewing your
membership, or signing up for the first time, take pride in the fact you are helping to make Helm Hill Runners the
fantastic, friendly and popular club it is.
* A note on England Athletics; this is a personal choice and not a club requirement.
EA registration has additional benefits in –
- Reduced entry fees for UKA licensed road and multi-terrain events
- Many discounts, including at Sweatshop, Athletics Weekly magazine and for various equipment
- See England Athletics website for more information

2014 HELM HILL

JUNIOR CLUB CHAMPIONSHIP

2014 HELM HILL

Champs
update

SENIOR CLUB CHAMPIONSHIP

Three races in and its entirely possible that newbies Kieran Hodgson and Sharon Taylor are leading the series. Lots of races to go though so get out there. Points mean prizes.

SUMMARY OF 2014 FRA RACE RULES—RUSS CANNON
As most if not all of you are aware in 2012 at the Buttermere Sailbeck race there was a fell running fatality. The FRA
took on board the Coroners recommendations and has revised the:
2014 FRA SAFETY REQUIREMENTS FOR FELL RACES and RULES FOR COMPETITION.
This article is a only a summary of the FRA rules and anyone wishing to race an FRA race must read the
full safety requirements in the FRA Handbook or on the website. http://www.fellrunner.org.uk
Below I have extracted the main points for competitors. The FRA has stated that they will be monitoring races and will
discipline “those who think they know best” and ignore the rules. As a race organiser (Shipman Knotts) I will be implementing the rules and reporting any breeches. No matter whom you are.
There is now more emphasis on the competitor to be responsible for their own safety and comply with the rules. The first
rule in the book below
Rule 1.1 Competitor:
• must accept primary responsibility for his/her own safety on the fells
• must conform with the requirements of the Race Organiser.
Rule 5.2 Competitor
Must comply with the Race Organiser’s decision to abandon/re-route a race and is urged, for the overall good of
the sport, not to “unofficially” run the original course.
Rule 8. COMPETITION NUMBERS
Once the event is underway, the competitor “vest” number is the vital, unique identifier for runners and must
be provided for and worn by every runner. Both the competitor and the race organiser are responsible for ensuring that the competitor monitoring system works.
8.2 Competitor
Must wear their competitor number and place it on the chest in a clearly visible way to ensure that it can be
read easily during the race and that marshals need not search for it elsewhere on the body.
Must not fold or cut down the number- the background serves the purpose of highlighting the numerals against
the vest.
Must be aware of the checkpoint procedures for recording their number.
Must co-operate with checkpoint marshals if the Race Organiser requires the number (and time) of competitors
passing through identified checkpoints to be recorded.
Must, if wearing a cagoule, identify him/herself to a marshal and not leave any checkpoint until the marshal
acknowledges that their number has been recorded.
Should not obscure their number with straps (e.g. rucksack).
Rule 9. RETIREMENT PROCEDURES
Retirement may occur because of a decision by the organising team or the competitor but it is a fundamental
rule of fell racing that in all circumstances, including being “timed out”, the competitor must inform race organiser and not just a marshal, of their retirement.
9.1 Competitor -accepting that personal safety is the overriding factor
Should: Report to an identified checkpoint and then return rapidly and directly to the finish to report to race
organiser or
• report directly and rapidly to race organiser if retiring between checkpoints, or

• telephone any race emergency number or the emergency services (e.g. if completely lost and finding oneself in the
wrong valley), and
• inform another competitor, if practicable, when retiring between checkpoints so they may warn marshals/race
organiser of your retirement.
Rule 10.1 Competitor
Must accept having entered a race and collected their vest number or registered with the race organisation, that
they are regarded as competitors until they:
• withdraw from the race without starting and report to race organiser, or
• retire during the race and report to race organiser (see paragraph 9 Retirement Procedures above), or
• cross the race finish line.
Rule 12. EQUIPMENT
12.1 Competitor
Senior runners, and those junior runners competing in races in which seniors are competing, should arrive at races
prepared to carry all of the following “best practice” equipment:
• WATERPROOF* whole body cover (i.e. covering the torso from head to ankles)
• Other body cover appropriate for the weather conditions including, as a minimum, hat and gloves but also
e.g. a fleece
• Map, preferably waterproof, of the race route and surrounding area
• Compass suitable for navigating the course (GPS type equipment is not acceptable)
• Whistle
• Emergency food (long races).
*Must accept the FRA recognition of “waterproof” to mean a garment marketed as "waterproof" (i.e. not just
“windproof”) with taped seams. Such garments require maintaining (i.e. cleaning and reproofing) to maintain their
waterproof quality.
12.3 Equipment Summary
Race Category Best Practice:
Kit # i.e. waterproof whole body cover + hat + gloves + map + compass + whistle + food. No exceptions.
Race Organiser Options
Long A, Medium A, Long B Obligatory #. May add specific kit e.g. bivi bag
Short A, Medium B, Short B, Long C. Recommended. Organiser may relax if local weather forecast allows.
Medium C, Short C . Recommended. Organiser may relax if local weather forecast allows.
This is the latest from the FRA website:
Kit
- the Standard Equipment is printed on the back of the Membership Card. This is OBLIGATORY at every Long A,
Medium A and now Long B races. No exceptions-even if the sun is cracking the flags.
- the full kit must be carried at every race however short and gentle, UNLESS the Race Organiser relaxes some of
the requirements.
- runners should take the full kit to every race and not try to guess what the race organiser will decide to relax on
the day.
- kit is carried to combat the weather when running but more importantly it’s for when you stop, tired, lost, maybe injured; and your skinny body starts cooling on the way to hypothermia… and death.
- “waterproof” means sold as waterproof with taped seams. Good kit saves lives.
‘Read the rules in full in your handbook or on the FRA website and turn up with all the kit. It would be a brave organiser who goes against the FRA recommendation, even for short races, for fear of having to explain why when an
incident occurs. ‘
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RACE REPORTS:
Most
popular
yet!!

KENDAL WINTER LEAGUE
2014 ROUNDUP!

Another winter league series has come and gone and this years was the most popular ever with more juniors and seniors taking part than ever before.
KWL: Scout Scar
A record-breaking 196 seniors and over 300 seniors and juniors in total!! A new route on a cold and ultimately
wet day. Wharfedale’s Mark McGoldrick chased hard around the course to reel in young whippersnapper Jack
Wright (Ambleside) and outsprint him to the line, with WinterLeague first-timer Andrew Broadbent leading home
the Helm Hill stalwarts.
KWL: Firbank
Sunshine! (well for a while) and a new record for the Firbank race. 103 seniors in 2013...142 in 2014! Glad to say
no HelmHill runners were involved in the trampling of Keswick’s Andy Slattery in his brand-new crisp, yellow pristine longsleeved Keswick top.
KWL: Giggleswick
So, we were all expecting a flat fast x-country course round the rugby posts, and some of us even stayed away for
that reason. Those that went to Giggleswick however were rewarded with a fantastic route with a bit of everything - including a stream bed, steep limestone outcrops, river crossings and mud sliding descents. And showers
and a cup of tea at the end. Really. Life doesn't get much better. Well worth the slightly longer journey time to get
there, don't miss it next year! Thanks to all involved in organisation of this new race.
KWL: Whitestones
Whitestones served up its own version of Bog Snorkelling on Sunday with the help of 24 hours of heavy rain and a
race route fiendishly designed to take in every possible swamp, marsh and puddle on the fell. Who will possibly
turn up to race today we were all thinking as the rain lashed down at 9am and the temperature struggled above
freezing. The answer was pretty much everybody which says it all about the Winter League and it's intrepid followers. Good turnouts in all the races and an amazing array of wet weather gear on show. Did anybody actually
manage to stay dry? This race should a testing ground for all mountain wear
product manufacturers. Personally I'm going down the wetsuit route next year.
Tim
KWL: Barbon
When the weather is sunny, dry and calm at Barbon everyone breathes a sigh
of relief. Relief that the steep grassy descent will at least offer some grip. How-
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ever as everyone knows from watching Andy Holden’s video it makes little difference if it’s wet, dry or covered in
snow!
Spectators were treated to some spectacular racing in all the junior and senior races, the U17s being the most
heart-stopping with Borrowdale’s Oscar Meanwell and Dallam’s Jacob Steele descending neck and neck and both
taking numerous tumbles. In the seniors race Settle Harrier Sam Dalby was less lucky to dislocate his shoulder so
we wish him a speedy recovery.
KWL : Sedbergh
There was not a lot of grass on the course when we arrived.....and even less when we left. Several people lost
shoes, not sure whether all of them were found - look out for Walsh shaped bumps in the grass, if it ever grows
back that is. Several people also almost suffered a complete submersion in the water jump, but at least you got 3
attempts to try and improve your technique. By far the muddiest mudtastic mudfest of a course you have ever
seen. A bit like Glastonbury but at a mere £3 more entertainment for your money. Backed up by the fact that
most people were smiling when they finished saying they really enjoyed it! We truly are a strange breed.
KWL : Cautley
Fortunately last years ice, snow and bitter wind was just a memory and juniors and seniors has a pleasant run up
some very steep hills. And back down some steep hills. Many of the seniors had run 9 miles up and down some
steep hills the day before as well but they were soon enjoying the long, long relentlessly steep ascent of Drummocks before the long, long relentlessly steep descent back down. Alastair Dunn made a guest appearance at the
2014 series and cruised in for an easy win (though he too had trouble coming down stairs on Monday). Is this the
best race of the series?
KWL: Cunswick
Spring had sprung for a fast blast around a flatish course to get the legs working again after the previous steep races. Variety is what the winter league series is all about.
KWL: Elterwater
A day of stunning beauty on the fells above Elterwater for the final points race of the KWL series - how does it go
so fast? Mark McGoldrick led the field to win the race and the senior series, so well done to him and all those
who have completed this year - although surely to be out there today we were all prize winners.
More Junior write ups on website Junior News

full race/series results on website

IT’S NOT OVER JUST YET!!
27th April Prize presentation at Peoples’ Hall, Sedbergh
will be held after non-scoring race on Arant Haw, (not a points race)

RACE REPORTS:
DUNNERDALE:
A beautiful late autumn day saw a large gathering of 26 Helm Hill Runners out for this classic 5 mile
blast around gnarly low fells. Several Helm members were making their senior racing debuts including
under18s Lorna Nunwick and Charlotte Milligan and older seniors Will Rodell, Jonathan Marchant, Peter German, Sean Gibson and Karl Mason, .
Some Helm runners (we’ll call him ‘Tom’, as
that’s his name) were on the startline in ‘away
colours’ having not had the time between waking up and getting in the car to think or find his
Helm vest.
After a fast blast along and up the tarmac onto
the fell, a seemingly endless procession of small
climbs followed by fast tricky descents led to the
road crossing signifying the halfway point. At
this stage Helm’s Addison cousins Mark and
Tom, along with training partner Rob Jebb (still)
of Bingley were locked in mortal battle for the
first 3 places. A little further back Andy Beanland and Rick were yo-yo’ing a top 20 place
while slowly moving up the field. Ali was having
a great run in 3rd ahead of Ambleside’s Lou Roberts.
An exciting battle was emerging at the sharp end. Tom, Mark and Jebby train together so they all know
each others races inside out. Mark’s secret plan was to hang in behind Tom and Jebby until the final
descent then unleash his superior downhilling leg speed/lunacy. They of course predicted this but so
secret was this plan that even Mark forgot his secret plan and ‘went for it’ early on. After catching them
unawares Mark built up an early lead. Was
Tom still hungover and lethargic from only being awake for a few hours? Was Jebby happy
to trot around basking in his recent British
Championship glory? The question on everyone else minds though was would we stay
ahead of the swirling giant white ball of hail
which threatened to pitch up over the final hill
just in time for the descent.

Mark was reeled in before the last summit
having paid the price for his early efforts
leaving Tom and Rob to battle it out. Tom
had clicked back into fellracer mode at the
right time and outpaced Rob on the road
back in to take the win by 30 seconds.
Those further back were treated to a fine technical descent off the last hill with the added hindrance of
lashings of hail.
Meanwhile Andy’s extendable descending legs created a 30 second gap over Rick after turning the final summit cairn together. Similarly Charlotte Milligan showed some long-legged descending prowess

to overhaul Caroline Holden and
Kath Aubrey.
A great day for Helm with 1st and
3rd places overall, 3rd lady, 1st
mens team and 2nd womens
team. Perhaps the other highlight
of the day was basking in sunshine
at the finish watching and cheering
in lots of happy Helm runners.

REALLY WILD BOAR:
This really was wild. Over 150 starters battled round in a gale. Newest Helm recruit Adam Perry led the
field at final summit before taking a 'scenic route' and ending up a still great 4th. No such problems for
another Helm new recruit, Sharon Taylor finishing 3rd woman. Lots of other Helm runners had great
runs to get round in such tough conditions. Rick secured a bottle of wine for the xmas do for 1st v50.

Marie proving that it is possible to get a Helm vest over
8 layers of clothing. Was this a selfie?

Men’s captain Ben having a little lie down on the way
back.

It was a tad blowy up top at Really Wild
Boar—. Various running styles were adopted
from ‘blown backwards’ to ‘blown sideways’

Nine Standards: (HH Club Champs Race 1)
A large Helm turned out in dreadful conditions at
noon on New Years Day to make a flying start to
2014. In his first outing in Helm Hill colours Kieran
Hodgson came a brilliant 2nd,
Pic: dobo
backed up by Andy Beanland in
3rd and Rick S in 7th to take the
men's team prize and not to be
outdone, Kath A. Jayne R, and
Caroline H took the women's. Rick was also 1st v50 as was
Kath and Caroline 1st v40.
The weather was dire with strong,
bitterly cold wind and rain turning
to ice pellets higher up. This really was tough going
for experienced and beginners alike.

High Cup Nick (HH Club Champs Race 2)
There was a large turnout from Helm for the 2nd
Club Championship around the spectacular High Cup
Nick course. For the men Adam P ran in second, followed by
Keiron H (7),
Andy B (15),
and Rick S
(17 and 2nd
v50). In the
womens'
race Sharon
T was second and Ali
R 4th. A miscalculation
meant that
the Ladies
did not take
the team
prize on the day, however the race organisers subsequently discovered we did actually win by 1
point! A great result for the ladies.

Pic: dobo

The Great Carnethy 5 Cross-Border Crusade of 2014
For the background to this race Dave Appleyard’s account of the Carnethy race back in the Spring 2012 newsletter
http://www.helmhill.co.uk/newsletters/HHRspring2012.pdf set the scene.
It highlighted that the race is long established dating back to 1971 and commemorates a great battle between in the
Scots and English in 1302 at Roslin. Large numbers of English and Scots battled away in the boggy hills and this year
we had wet snow and a fierce cold wind to add to the pleasure.

E

ach year Helm have made the trip and battled for the coveted team trophy - the legendary Claymore Broadsword stuck in a lump of slate. This year General Billy amassed the strongest ever assault by a Helm team
ever. A whole minibus plus a car load headed across the border just after first light in early Feb to the frozen north.
Could they do it?
Our roving reporter and Ladies Captain Ali braved the snowy frozen wastes with her warm mittens......
15 of England's hardiest athletes assembled at
KKS ready to go and fight their all in the battle
for the Claymore. Should have been 16, but
one was suffering a 'bum strain' from football
according to Dad Shaun. Slight concern about
Russ' dedication to the cause too...looks like he
was trying to offer his services elsewhere.

3 hours later.....assembling in the gym, choosing the correct armour for the battle. The stark reality of what they
were about to face was becoming a bit much for
some.....Adam texts his final farewells, Keiran does some
warm-up free-jazz dance moves while Ben wonders if he
hides in the corner whether anyone will notice if the
captain does not advance with his
troops this time.
Amongst the trophies....the infamous Claymore.....The stuff of Billy
Braveheart Proctor's dreams.

The sound of the bagpipes
draws the warriors from every
hillside, bog, gorse bush and
Mcbrides Coach.

The Scots do their best to keep the English out of the tea tent by putting
up the smallest possible marquee for 600 competitors.

Is Billy taking the warm up for battle a little more seriously than
Shaun? (Btw the jackets are just a decoy for the Helm armour underneath)

ARE YE ALL CARRYING FULL KIT? YOU ALL
KNOW WHERE YOU’RE GOING?

And they're off across the bog and up
into the heather.

Storming up the first steep climb....

YES WE HAVE FULL KIT!!

YES WE KNOW WHERE WE ARE GOING. LETS
YES WE KNOW WHERE WE ARE GOING. LETS
GET ON WITH IT!
GET ON WITH IT!

More steep climbs in the snow, the
Proctor boys all decide to adopt the
same tactics for moving uphill.

Finally the down………….
The photos actually stopped here, as
I realised I had dropped one of my
very expensive GORETEX mittens
in the snow, and therefore recording the Helm battle had to
take a back seat as I clambered back up through the heather
to try and find it.
Alas, in a fitting similarity to the Claymore, and despite valiant
effort, the mitten remained elusive.....and stayed in Scotland.
Later......Billy says a small prayer of thanks that
his troops survived the battle and were safely
back over the border into Cumbria, refuelled
by Budweiser.

And they’re off!!
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Postscript: if you have been inspired
by what you have read, refocus all
those training schedules now and
put 'early Feb Clay-Nethy' into your
diary for next year. We have to
give it another go! Ladies too,
(unfortunately no Claymore for us,
but who wants a sword anyway,
don't tell Billy that though) it's a fab
race!
Watching it really made me want
Shettleston win and
to go and run it next year. No
football matches allowed in run-up hold the Claymore
aloft
to the event though.

MORE RACE REPORTS:
Middlefell fell - Lots of Helm members made the trip over to
the 3rd Helm championship counter. Tom Addison and Sharon
Taylor were both 1st as Helm led the way in the Middlefell fell
race, an event which hosted a number of international runners.

Pendle Stan Bradshaw Round - Sharon Taylor combined her
navigation & running skills to win at Pendle SB Round last Sat in a
pea-souper. No-one else from Helm dared venture out that far
south in the mist by the looks of it!
1st round of FRA British fell champs was the 5mile sealevel to 850m and back Donard Challenge, N Ireland
run in 3m visability and a strong, cold wind. Mark A
came a great 9th while Tom A and Rick S took in some
additional miles of the Mourne Mountains along with the
majority of the field and came in sometime later. The
results speak for themselves! A great party atmosphere
followed that evening though.

Howarth Hobble - Meanwhile at the 32 mile Howarth Hobble,
Adam Perry ran in an impressive 2nd chasing down Kim Collinson
and not to be outdone, Sally Ozanne was also second. This challenging event had a number of Helm runners inc new member Lee
Knight (5th), Ant Cooper, Lyndsey Roscoe and Sandra Scott - well
done to all.
Rick and Tom somewhere in
Ireland (could be either side
of the border)

Coniston 14 road race - a small contingent of club members ran
on the flat black stuff and new member Lee Knight had a great run
in 4th Position in 1:23:17.

IN THE DARK
Sleepless night in the Peak! -

Garry Beardwood

T

he High Peak Marathon is probably one of the best
team events I’ve had the chance to take part in. For
those not familiar It was conceived by Sheffield University’s Youth Hostel Society in 1972
The race visits 19
and it was their idea of a Challenge. Taking the Peaks longest
check points all takand toughest 42 mile bog-trotting
en care of by Shefroute and see who can complete
field University
it at night in winter. Yes that’s 42
mountaineering club
miles, on the bleak peatbog
moors, at night, in winter. The
in fancy dress!
race visits 19 check points all taken care of by Sheffield University mountaineering club in
fancy dress!
On the 28th Feb 11:26pm myself, Simon Waller, Lawrence
Eccles and Paul Jackson set off on another adventure not
entirely sure of completion. We knew on starting that
although the night was crisp and clear reports had come
in from the students at the Bleaklow Stones checkpoint
visibility was down to 3m. The terrain on pretty much all
the route is featureless making night navigation a challenge on a clear night. The first 8 checkpoints went by
without any problems and the team was in good spirit.
However the 9th checkpoint (Sheepfold clough) proved
to be a bit of a mystery, we knew our location was correct but there was no sign on the checkpoint. But the
decision was made that we just crack on to the next
checkpoint, we arrived at cut gate checkpoint and all became clear, the students had mislotheir checkpoint- apparently
Around cated
they had been watching with dismay
3:00am it starts a procession of lights in the distance
to become hard passing them by!

Little note, if you do take up taking up this great challenge make sure you leave time to sleep before you
drive home!

In a peatbog, in the middle of the
night, in the Peak District

Around 3:00am it starts to become
hard as the body really should be resting not bog –
trotting in the middle of nowhere. Eventually dawn starts
to break and the old body starts to get going again. Our
main claim to fame this year was leg 14 (Bleaklow Wainstones to Snake pass) completing this leg faster than the
winning team, it seems the food stop at the top of Snake
Pass may have something to do with this! At this point
we had an idea we could beat last years’ time of 11 Hrs.
7mins.
From this point on we seemed to be chased all the way
to the end battling to stop anyone passing us and being
cajoled by passers-by that the team in front of us was in
our grasp, though we found they we here clearly playing
with our minds! We kept on pushing and eventually finished in 14th position out of 41 teams that set of that
night with a very pleasing time of 10 hrs. 57 mins.

Sheffield Uni marshals in the middle
of the night, in the Peak District

Mr Sparkle's Dark 'Un
Ben and Lee made the trip down to deepest
darkest Lancashire for Mr Sparkle's Dark 'Un
fell race one February evening. A strong
headtorch is essential! How about a night
race as part of the KWL?

INTERNET STUFF
HelmHillRunners website - Don’t forget www.helmhill.co.uk is the place to go for uptodate news & events, membership info, training info, race pictures, reports, results, sales
and wants, forum etc of Helm Hill Runners . HelmHillRunners Forum - really uptodate
race updates, reports, recce’s being organised, lifts to races, musings etc. No need to login
to view, only to add/reply. Link off main website
Other fellrunning sites: Fell Runners Association http://www.fellrunner.org.uk (including
FRA Forum), British Open Fell Runners Association http://www.bofra.co.uk
Latest wider fell news online: fell, mountain, trail and xc at
www.mudsweatandtears.co.uk , local fell stuff at fellrunningbriefs.blogspot.com ,
Twitter: @HelmHill Live reporting from fell races and various other updates:
@fellrunninbrief #fellrunning @mudsweatandtears .

HELM PROFILES
JOE CONNER

I

have done 2 or 3 races for QKS and am in the QKS
cross country running team. Helm hill runners has contributed very effectively to getting into the cross country
team. What I want to do in 2014 is to beat Tom Willacy
because in the 2 or 3 races for QKS Tom has managed to
stay in front of me each time. I am determined more than
ever, even though injuring my toe has given me some setbacks.
In Lorna’s group I would pick someone about as fast as
me and try and beat them when doing relays or courses.
It helped me to work that bit extra. Recently I have been
training on Scout Scar on the weekends with my dad to
improve my stamina.

HELM PROFILES
Interview with Adam Perry
Adam joined Helm Hill in January 2014 after moving to Sedbergh. He works
for the Yorkshire Dales National Park Authority. He won the 61 mile Fellsman
race in 2013. He has a dog called Alfie.
When did you start running and how did you get into it?
The summer before University I entered a half marathon with my Dad,
not that road running set my world alight. It was only when my Dad’s
friend, who my Dad had agreed to help on this Bob Graham thingy,
dropped out and we agreed just to do it anyway in 2007 that I realised
what it was all about.
What do you perceive to be your biggest running achievements?
Probably the Fellsman win last year, the trophy has some ‘great’ names
on it so that was a proud day. But a top ten in an English Champs, 2nd at
Langdale Horseshoe and 4th in the Lakes Classics was also good last
year, especially as I am no Tom Addison speed wise, more of a longdistance donkey. Also, helping Pennine FR with 4th in the British Relays last year. Come on Helm, we can surpass
that I am sure !
Favourite races?
Wasdale, the Fellsman, Langdale, the short evening races in the Lakes (where starting from a pub…), Old Counties
Tops…there is a long list. My favourite ever might have been the Sentiero delle Grigne Sky Race in northern Italy –
immense and wine en route for refreshment.
Why did you join Helm Hill?
I started coming because it was now my local club, but I stuck around because there is a really positive atmosphere
and age range. The training really is well organise and tough, especially hanging onto the heels of the whippets but
it’s all done in good humour. It’s a growing and forward moving club that has time for its youngsters, which I really
think is important.
What is a typical training week for you?
Monday – run with the dog Howgills / Wild Boar Fell or Dentdale, Tuesday – run with the dog and a mate in the
Dales (Hawes Area, Wed – Helm training and Pizza Express, Thursday – quick trip in Howgills with the dog, Friday
– run with the dog…probably Howgills, Sat / Sun race or longer runs in the Lakes. Occasionally run out with some
of the Local Helmer’s (Rick Stu or Tom Peel) or mix it up with reps nearby. Two things dictate my training – 1) the
dog 2) going to new or different places and enjoying it. Like to keep it mixed up with biking, kayaking, swimming
outdoor.
How do you prepare for a race? Top tips? (Food, kit, mental prep, warm up etc!)
I’m not the person to ask, I once started Old Counties Tops putting my clothes behind a wall and running to catch
my partner. I got my number finally on my chest in Grasmere. I do think try to sleep, rest and remember to enjoy
it, if you are laughing because it’s lashing it down and you have been lost for two hours it never seems quite as
bad. I am learning a warm up works too.
Any running plans or ambitions for the future?
Maybe one of the Lakes 24 hour challenges or ‘Big’ rounds in a decent time. But just to keep getting to new races
and seeing a bit more of the UK. A trip to Europe for a race sometime soon would be good too.
A runner you admire or respect?
My good friend Daz Holloway; he completely pushed himself as far as he could in terms of training and results
(even stopped eating pies for a while ! ), but he would always be there clapping and giving encouragement to the
very last runner in. He was also good at giving away prizes to other competitors.
Advice to junior runners
Take it seriously, but remember it’s got to be fun. Unless it becomes your living, and if that is the case you need
some better advice…

Interview with Sharon Taylor
Sharon joined Helm Hill in January 2014 after running for years with Bingley Harriers.
1.When did you start running and how did you get into it?
I started running when I was in year 5 at school and did well so was encouraged by
one of the teachers to join my local club, Bingley Harriers. Training was on a Tuesday & Thursday with a race at the weekend which would be cross country in the
winter and track events in the summer. I didn't compete in my first fell race until I
was 14 and only took up fell running seriously just after I was 18.
2. What do you perceive to be your biggest running achievements?
Representing England in the Snowdon Race (I am getting old as this was 11 years
ago now)
Finishing 2nd in the British Fell Championships in 2007 (Rob has just said 'did you?'
which proves that no one remembers second place!)
4 times ladies winner of Ben Nevis Race
3. Favourite races?
Ben Nevis will always be one of my favourites, racing up and down Britains highest mountain in under 2hrs and then rehydrating afterwards!
4. Why did you join Helm Hill?
I had been a member of Bingley Harriers for 23 years with more than half of this time being since living in the Lakes so I wanted to feel part of a club again (training & socially). I am also hopeful that my children would like to take up running at some
point (surely having 3 I have increased the chances of this happening!) and in my eyes there is no better club than Helm Hill for
this.
5. What is a typical training week for you?
Post children it is quality rather than quantity!
Mon - 40-60min or speed session with Helm Tues - 40-60min Weds - Hill session with Helm Thurs - 40-60min
Fri - rest or 30-45min
Sat - race or long run (at moment a long run is about 2hrs but will need to increase this if I am to get round Sedbergh Hills)
Sun - race or long run
6. How do you prepare for a race? Top tips? (Food, kit, mental prep, warm up etc!)
Day before race either a rest day or 30-40min steady run with an evening meal of pasta. Morning of race used to be a breakfast of porridge but this year I have been having 3 Weetabix. If it is an afternoon race I would have a small sandwich at
lunchtime and keep hydrated. Since having children my warm up is generally making sure they are sorted before having a jog
and final toilet stop before the start of the race.
My top tip (or maybe this is just my mental preperation) is when you put your dried out muddy fell shoes on that are impossible to fasten tightly, go stand in a puddle/stream and then re-fasten, people think I am odd for doing this when it is freezing
cold in winter!
7. Any running plans or ambitions for the future?
For 2014 to compete in the English Fell Championship, I would love to repeat my top 3 positions but after 5 years out of
championship racing have no idea if this is realistic.
8. A runner you admire or respect?
Angela Mudge, she has achieved so much, not only at fell running but skyrunning, cross country and road. My aim for Ben Nevis this year would be to run as fast as her slowest time!
9. Advice to junior runners or 'mum runners!'
To all runners enjoy it, for the majority of us this is only a hobby. Listen to your body and don't train hard through a cold/
illness, have a rest and let your body fight the infection. I've had about 3 years of not running in the last 6 due to either being
pregnant or post birth and although I lost fitness, I soon got it back.
10. How do you fit it all in with Rob and the children?!
Ask me this again when I am back to work full time at the end of the month!
I think that both myself and Rob are lucky that we have had plenty of years of training 'in the bank' so don't need to be out for
hours which is a good job with 3 little ones to be thinking about too. During the week one of us will go running before the
childrens bath/bed time and then the other goes after which generally works well. At the weekend if we are not racing I will
go at 8am and Rob tends to go in the afternoon once we have done something together as a family.

W H Y D O W E D O I T ? A S TO RY F R O M L A S T S U M M E R : ROB BLYTHE

M

y wife Cat asked, ‘did you have a good day?’ when I got
in. ‘Yes, of sorts’ was the reply. I’m not sure really how
you answer that. Is 50 miles from Kendal Town Hall to Keswick Moot Hall, 28 tops and nearly 17000’ of climb fun. Well
the simple answer is ‘in bits’.
The idea originally arose because I had been training with
Colin Dulson and Chris Lumb for Colin’s epic Joss Naylor
Traverse cum trans-England cycle in aid of The Message charity. Colin and I set out on 15th June and against a strong cold
south westerly slowing our progress. Colin slogged on and
completed the route but outside the time before hopping on
his bike for a cool 800 mile ride in 6 days to Kent and back.
Chapeau.
But I had sloped off at High Raise, when we were 28 minutes
down on schedule to be collected by the somewhat disgruntled Cat, already full a day of ferrying kids to parties without
collecting errant husbands. This left me in limbo, all trained up
with nowhere to run.
I couldn’t call on a support team again and maybe I didn’t
want one. I started looking at a route that would go Kendal
Town Hall to Keswick Moot Hall and allow me to come back
with the 555 bus (the 555 goes Keswick to Kendal and back).
And hence it was that I stood with my hand on the Town Hall
door at 0400 on 6th July. Just grey light and a few lost souls
still wandering home. I did consider asking one of them to
initial my time sheet but thought better of it. I had initially
planned on a 12 hour schedule but that went out the window
as I wandered over Kendal Fell and Cunswick Scar struggling
to maintain the times. I had underestimated the weight of
3+Kg of drink, kit and food. More of which later.
But the real point of this article is ‘why do we do it?’ Was it
the three heron sentinels standing in a field as I ran up the
River Kent between Burneside and Bowston, the cool morning dew and the lightening sky. You can almost drink the air at
that time of the morning, cool and sweet. Mown hay. The
climb towards Kentmere and then Shipman’s Knot disillusioned me of any hope of sticking to time, 36 minutes down
and so now we’re about finishing and already the mind games
begin. So why?
As High Street arrived, a lone tent sat near the Trig. They’re
not up, its 0728 and this is the 7th summit. The doors open.
So why not just go camping and walk? Is it being alone? The
joy of flowing on, Thornthwaite Beacon, Stoney Cove Pike,
Pike How and the drop to Kirkstone. This route pays more
than a little homage to Joss, I hope he approves. Kirkstone.
The first leg’s done. More liquid in the bladder, more gels and
more bars from those left hidden in the nettles on Thursday
night. As the climb up Red Screes continues, mist twists its
way over the fell, driven by a strong Southerly, even stronger
than that day 3 weeks earlier when it had cost so much. By
Fairfield black thoughts are filling me. Climbs are slow and the
mist is covering my eyes and the hill. I sit in the summit cairn
shelter. I can feel the shake and shiny vision of lack of sugar.
Kendal Mint cake, sure to make my Old County Tops partner
Chris sick, but just pure sugar to me. All clothes on, I said
more of the kit later and here I am wearing a Helly, Gilet, hat
and waterproof top even though its July and the forecast for
the day is hot, hot, hot. This is it. My mind is dark, negative
thoughts swim in the pea soup that’s my mental clarity. Is this
why we do it, the moment when you have to dig deep.
There’s you and no-one. 1010, 24 miles, nearly 2500m al-

ready. There’ll be a 555 go
down Dunmail Raise. You
could be home if you just
get down there. Just Seat
Sandal.
But if you quit on Seat Sandal, what’s the point of
running? What’s the point
of living in the Lakes?
What’s the point of training? You just quit and that
would be that. More races
but why? Fifty and alive but
not having proved anything
to yourself again. But what,
what is it that needs to be
proved?
When I asked Colin, he
Pic: dobo
said he wanted to know he
could still raise the concentration for the event, still see it through. Maybe that was
why he kept going, it was really his gig last time. Not having
anyone somehow forces me to go deeper and now the top
of Seat Sandal has arrived and the sun is shining, the kit is off
and while the wind’s still blowing people are saying ‘Good
Morning’ as I pass them. Running off, a 555 passes but I’m
still half way up the hill and thinking ‘Second leg nearly over,
this is it, sun, hill, smell of it’. I can smell the peat and bracken, taste it as I run off.
Hidden in the middle of the dual carriage partition, lying in
the bracken is the second depot. More gels, more liquid,
more sports drink powder and a carton of custard I can’t
face. I stand there sorting things out as cars whiz by on each
side and teams of BG or JNC people stand at the styles
looking up for their charges. As I climb the style for Steel
Fell, one asks about Adidas shoes, ‘XT4’s’, I say, ‘Love ‘em,
great grip, comfortable and no heel lift. Don’t last that long
though’.
Boy is it a long way to the top of High Raise. The gully after
Calf Crag is boiling, the water in the stream doesn’t taste
right, not sweet and clean. No more. Tussocks. Doubts.
Where can I head off, New Dungeon Ghyll. That’s like last
time. ‘You’d fail’. Fail what?
As I arrive at the summit of Rossett Pike a lady asks me
‘Who are you doing it for?’, ‘For me’, I reply and maybe
that’s it. It’s for me. To be me. But I am me, maybe I can’t
come to terms with this. I need to keep knowing me. Oh
dear, Abba.
Gable is a long way up even from Allen Crag and in between
is Styhead. It sits in front of you as you run down. I think on
the Joss Naylor challenger, last seen on High Raise, is he in
front or behind. That wind’s tough on him. It’s an awful long
way. Is this it? Over the hill, up the hill. Fifty and we’re having a fell runner’s midlife crisis?
Up Dalehead, I remember this from my BG in 2003 (not
registered as again it was solo unsupported). Smooth grass,
sun beating down and my cap swivelled round like some
sweat soaked lycra clad (I’m wearing compression tights)
middle aged mad wrapper. But it’s one step at a time and it
will pass. Eating an Elephant. This is part of a journey; training, Sunday runs with Chris, Colin et al. Maybe it’s the jour-

ney. A life parallel, punctuated by big things.
I don’t remember High Spy being such a long way up from the Dalehead, 250m down 150m up. Now I’m really running for the
bus. The last 555 is at 1915 on a Saturday and I might miss it. Suddenly I’m flying, this is such nice ridge and its generally downhill. Here’s a schedule to which I can hold. Keswick still looks a way off and the boats on Derwent are smaller than toys, more
like dots, but my tail is up. In the distance is Blencathra. Threkeld 1993, Mountain Trial, my first fell race. Twenty years. I certainly saw stars that day. No-one told me about food and a mars bar to get to the finish but create a beginning that’s still going.
Half past six and my hand’s on the Moot Hall. Not a second more or less. 14 ½ hours, certainly nothing to write home about.
Now a bus. Waiting by Booths in the sun. I must smell but people are nice. I love this journey. Top deck, front seat. So quick, a
glimpse at the hills. Still no answers, maybe because it’s who I am?

Kendal Town Hall
1

Kendal Fell

2

Cunswick Scar

3

Shipman's Knot

5

Goat Scar

4

Kentmere Pike

5

Harter Fell

6

Mardale Ill Bell

7

High Street

8

Thornthwaite Beacon

9

Stoney Cove Pike

10

Pike How
Kirkstone

11

Red Screes

12

Dove Crag

13

Hart Crag

14

Fairfield

15

Seat Sandal
Dunmail

16

Steel Fell

17

Calf Crag

18

High Raise

19

Rossett Pike

20

Allen Pike
Styhead

21

Gable

22

Green Gable

23

Brandreth

24

Grey Knots
Honister

25

Dale Head

26

High Spy

27

Maiden Moor

28

Catbells
Keswick Moot Hall

K E NDA L W INTER LE AG UE : HOW D OES IT HA PP EN?
The KWL takes a lot of effort by a lot of club members. Its continued success heaps even more work on but its a great advert
for a thriving club. Here’s a rundown of what’s needed for each race:
Landowner permissions—we rely entirely on the goodwill of landowners and tenant farmers. Each year some delicate negotiations are required as the numbers grow

Registration—250+ individuals
to register weekly

Timing— quickfire reactions are needed to record times of runners hurtling into the finish funnel en masse with nanoseconds between them.
Not easy with numb fingers in gloved hands.

Numbers - this job calls for
dextrous hands and eyes like
a hawk. Anyone who’s ever
stood still in the cold for an
hour and tried to quickly
write a 3 digit number whilst
wearing large gloves knows
what we mean. Added to this
the need to be able to read a
scrunched up number, often
obscured by a bumbag strap,
jacket or flailing arms. Believe
us, not folding the number down really
does help.

Flagging - Flagging a route sounds simple - just poke a flag in
the ground at spaces along the way. Not only does someone
have to lug 100 or so flags out over the course but they also
have to remember where the course goes and where the
Junior turns are - no pressure then!
Courses change over time due to increased numbers, landowner requests,
new fences/walls or just better routes.
Flaggers need to anticipate where runners will be looking and have sight of they need to be seen when going uphill
steeply and on the way down as well
and these do not always coincide in one
placement. White flags if snow is forecast aren’t good either! And once the
race is over they all have to be collected in again!! Fortunately the flags are
not valuable enough to need to chase
down the fellponies who nick off with
them.

Results: the really important bit to
get right. No pressure then. Collation
of race number positions and timings,
points etc for races and overall series

Summit /turn marshals: someone has to
stand around in the cold for 2hrs with a
cheery smile to make sure you all don’t carry
on further than you need to. They will be
wearing at least 8 layers of clothing

Finish funnel - Apart
from the obligatory entanglement with the metres of red and white
tape this is a fairly
straightforward job but
someone has to lug all
the posts and tape
there and set it up.
Barbon offers some
creative funnel design
as you’d all end up in
the river if we went for
the normal funnel.

General dogsbodies: ...and there’s
always lots of other
jobs on race day like
signing and collecting
in lost property!

Pic: Racing Snakes

HELM HILLYWOOD
Film Review— World Premier ‘Beyond the Clouds’
The world premier of Justin Tracey’s film "Beyond the Clouds"
- ‘Taking on the Joss Naylor Lakeland Challenge at 68’ took
place at Wilf's Cafe Staveley recently. Helm Hill member Sandra Scott stars in Justin Tracey’s labour-of-love-film of a tale of
retirement-induced life-affirming challenge, commitment, self
inflicted torture, fatigue, injury, mental strength, beautiful days
out in the hills, joy, friendship and a classic mountain journey.
A must see for anyone who thinks they are past it at 40.

SHAUN’S SHORT SHORTS
An occasional column (we’ll see how it goes) of snippets of experience.

1.My first tip is - always check the first and final half mile of any race, so that you are
aware of any short cuts or bottlenecks on the route.
2. When training by yourself and you are doing a fartlek (fast/slow periods of running), set your eyes on a target that you are going to run to fast, so that you've a
finishing line target. It is so easy to ease off early when you undertake a fartlek, Additionally, as the fartlek session gets easier increase the distance run at speed and reduce your recovery jog.

THOMPSON’S TIPS - A SERIES OF HELPFUL HINTS, SHORTCUTS TO SUCCESS AND
WINNING WAYS
No 78 If you tilt the map at the correct angle its always downhill
No 14 Turn your socks inside out to avoid the seams but never wear them back to front
No 43 The salt on your sunglasses is an important rehydration mineral – use it sparingly
No 44 Do not wear sunglasses for night navigation
No 98 During a Mountain Marathon, slip a bottle of cider into someone else’s rucksack and
sneak it out at the end of the day
No 5 Teach your dog to drink from a bottle on the run
No 34 In the event of incipient hypothermia, try to keep warm by snuggling up to hikers (or
their dogs)
No 67 If you have put in new batteries, switch on your head torch gradually to avoid whiplash
No 98 Prepare well for a long run - have a pizza delivered to the top of Honister pass
No 7 Chips are a health food

NO CROSS COUNTRY FOR OLD MEN

K

WL Giggleswick … A cautionary tale for all runners…
Perhaps you will never find yourself in The Station Inn late
on a Saturday night, your nth Birthday, having acquainted
your intestines with a liberal drenching of cider, whilst the
people around you gently sip from glasses of something
innocuous… Of course you will not heed their encouragements to run on the morrow and, particularly, you will
not stand back and allow the cider to affirm on your behalf…
“Oh, yeah, I’ll be running”
Especially, you will not listen to their route descriptions or
summaries.
They reliably inform you that KWL Giggleswick is “…just
cross country, really”, “…pretty much flat - school fields”,
“…flat and fast”, “…straightforward, just flat running” etc, etc
On arrival, it quickly becomes clear that these are no ordinary school fields… The route encompasses every aspect
of off-road running with plenty of lumps and bumps and
dips and dales. There are short sections of lane, wooded
slopes and several water crossings. Plenty of places to trip,

BY BRIAN THOMPSON
fall, slip or dip. And
there are some frightening characters in the
pursuit. This is a kind of
fell running microcosm
and certainly no ordinary cross country…
…for old men.

BILL COUPE’S FIRST FELL RACE—LOUGHRIGG FELL

I

n April 2013 I
was not a member of any club, I
had been out a few
times on local fells
but had no experience of an actual
fell race, however I
felt I was ready to
give it a go. So what
made me feel that
way:
I had done a recce
a few days earlier
and knowing the
course took away
the fear of the unknown, the distance
was just over 4 miles so I figured the pain would be
short lived, and it was straight up and down so no
complex race strategy. As I was not running with a
club vest on and new to this lark I did feel isolated
pre-race, especially with the frequent greetings
shouted out to each other as more people arrived,
looking back now the support from your colleagues
as a club member is a huge boost to your confidence.

Once registration was over and the obligatory finger prick
from pinning on your race number had taken place it was
time to warm up, it was at this stage when I looked around
to see the others revealing their lower halves and realised
that I was about to compete with centaurs, looking down
at my legs I felt they were only qualified to ease me into
and out of a chair.
‘Ready, GO!’ (not even ‘steady’) and we were off, a stampede to the gate and then the climbing began. After a few
minutes heavy breathing I was not at the back as expected
but holding my own near the back. It was a little concerning as we approached half way up to see the leaders half
way down and passing us at great speed, but reaching the
top and knowing it was all downhill now was a blessed relief.
Crossing the finish line was euphoric and the sense of
achievement was palpable, free biscuits were scoffed, water was downed and smiles were everywhere. If you are
thinking of entering a race please do, you owe it to yourself to experience this. I will end with a line I read and feel
it is appropriate, "fear can stop you racing, but racing can
stop the fear". See you at the start line.

SAM GIBBS’ FIRST FELL RACE—DUNNERDALE
next up.
Next, a fast-rocky descent to the road and a 5 minute sand-blasting from a hail shower. I briefly had
time to admire the stunning views down to the
sea. Then (weirdly) had a conversation with a guy I
knew from orienteering in South Yorkshire 20 years
ago.
Ascent 3 hurt – steep, loose
and the added indignation of
seeing those ahead descending
what I still had to ascend. And
patterned-thermal woman
overtook me. Again. Fortunately, it was near the
top, so I managed to get past her again on the descent towards ‘The Bog’. ‘The Bog’ was obvious
enough – a large flat expanse of, well,
bog. Approaching it, everyone broke right – except
Ambleside man who went left. I was SURE Caroline
had said go left, so I duly stumbled after Ambleside
man. Error. ‘The Bog’ promptly consumed two
more victims, made worse as I watched other runners (including patterned-thermal woman) skipping
along the right-hand path. I cursed Caroline.

‘The Bog’ promptly consumed two
more victims

O

n the journey home Caroline
“I do enjoy the
suggested I write an article for
freedom of the
the newsletter about my ‘first’ fell
hills, and, let’s be
race….so here it is. Dunnerdale
honest, getting
wasn’t my first fell race, but it was
my first proper Cumbrian race, so
muddy”
why not? I’ve never been a good
runner, and am never likely to be a good runner, but I do
enjoy the freedom of the hills, and, let’s be honest, getting muddy. Speaking to Shaun Addison a few days before the race, he assured me (with a slightly psychotic
glint in his eye) I’d get muddy. Very muddy.
The talk in the car on the way there was of the recce
Caroline had done a couple of weeks before – subtle
route choice differences to make up those valuable seconds whilst saving energy for the 4 main climbs. There
was also mention of ‘The Bog’. Which way to approach
it? Apparently you could go through it if you knew the
secret route…

“I briefly had
time to admire
the stunning
views”

So there I was on the start
line. Everyone was milling around, jogging about, some looking more nervous
than others. Others were doing that
strange thing fell runners do – jovially
moaning about what is to come. There was no pre-race
talk, in fact, no-one even seemed to say ‘Go’ – the pack
just started to shuffle off down the hill towards the hump
-back bridge. The race started well – a kilometre or so
up an increasingly steep road. I tucked in two-thirds of
the way down and felt OK. Then, as soon as we got on
the fell everyone around me started to walk…and so did
I. I spent the next 5 minutes of my life staring at the
heels of the person in front, my heart-rate rising all the
time. The only thing I was aware of was a woman wearing a strangely-patterned thermal, effortlessly gliding up
past me. We topped out and after a short, fast descent I
could see a snake of people heading up to CP2. I managed to overtake patterned-thermal woman on the descent, but, to my annoyance, she glided past again on the

Another (surprisingly runnable) ascent to the final
summit, then a long descent to the finish. It started
down a loose, steep section which tested the quads,
then along a track, where I attempted to smile at a
guy filming on his iPad, then a narrow, slippery path
to the road. A final blast along to the village, then
the sting in the tail – probably only about 400 metres of relatively gentle up, but it really
hurt.

“...a kind

Then, the reason I fell run – for ‘the
feeling’. I’m not sure what it is – a kind of strange
euphoric
of strange euphoric knackered sensation
where everything seems to float and
knackered
time stands still. I stumbled down to
sensation”
the village hall, then stood outside, meat
‘n’ potato pie in hand, looking at rainbows and hail – quite surreal.
In terms of position, my FB status said it all –
‘Dunnerdale Fell Race. Beaten by a teacher, a
school governor, a Y12 student, a Teaching Assistant, the finance guy and the caretaker. Put in my
place, well and truly’, but overall, Dunnerdale is a
fantastic race – it has everything and isn’t very
long. I’ll definitely be back next year, and hopefully
get under an hour – and maybe even beat some of
my work colleagues!

HOOKED, THE STORY OF MY DESCENT INTO FEL L RUNNING
OBSESSION, BY KARL MASON

F

or those of you who don’t know me yet I
started training with the helm back in October 2013 following the Yorkshire 3 peaks cyclocross race. I decided that to improve my performance on the uphill carrying section a bit of fell
running would be a good idea so I decided to come
and train with Helm having been introduced briefly
to fell running in the 2011 winter league.
I have never been much of a
“....I have never
runner and over the years I
have done plenty of activibeen much of a
ties such as road biking,
runner .”
mountain biking, hill walking,
rock and winter climbing. What seemed like a
good idea for a bit of cross training has soon become an obsession. I originally only intended to
come to the occasional training session and maybe
a race or two. Now I spend every spare second
trying to rearrange my shifts, home commitments
and other stuff to fit in as much as I can.
I started for the first month or so by just coming
to Wednesday night training but quite quickly the
topic of racing caught my attention I wasn’t sure
when I would be ready
try my first race,
“I wasn’t sure when I to
looking at myself comwould be ready to try pared to the other club
members who have
my first race”
trained for years I felt a
little unnerved, however a friendly chap called Bill
persuaded me to give it a try at Dunnerdale. At
the start there was jostling and at the front of the
pack they went of like whippets followed by the
rest of us mere mortals. What followed was
bloody hard but definitely worth it and the feeling
when I finished was amazing and the atmosphere in
the car on the way back
was electric.

“..Never before
have I taken part in
such a friendly sport

Never before have I taken part in such a friendly
sport. You can be gnawing at the heels of a fellow competitor and they will
turn round and warn you of a dodgy bit round the
corner and then when you manage to draw level
with them they will even cheer you on to push
harder and when you finish they will be there to
shake your hand. Then when you get to the next
race not only will they remember you but they will
greet you with a smile ready for the next tussle.

So to sum up the last 6 months in a few words is really difficult but I know for sure when I am training or racing I feel
just that bit more alive (until the finish when I am definitely
feeling a lot less alive)
My top tips as a newcomer:
.
1. The first step out of the door is certainly the hardest, be
that to go training in the rain or to your first race.
2. Don’t be afraid to seek advice from the more experienced runners, they wont bite
3. Give racing a try you never know you might get hooked
too.
4. RICE is not just for a Saturday night with your beef in
black bean sauce
6. Listen to your body if you are tired or something hurts
its best to rest and forget about the short term gains otherwise it could involve long term pain.
7. Don’t forget to enjoy yourself while running, the enjoyment is what will keep you coming back to it time after time

COMING BACK AFTER A BREAK - LINDSAY HARROD

A

t the end of January 2013, half way round
“That’s Lyth”, I slipped on an innocuous patch of
mud and managed to break my left fibula (the thinner
of the two lower leg bones) from the ankle joint to
about half way up my calf. What’s more, it broke into
several different pieces which then took a frustratingly long time to become reunited again.
I was in plaster for two months, on crutches for
about four and not allowed to drive for five months.
Not only could I not run (or indeed do much at all
for quite a while!), but I also really missed seeing my
running friends!
Eventually, however, the bits of bones knitted back
together and the NHS physio declared that my ankle
now had a very good range of movement so I was
discharged from the medical system and let loose to
rehabilitate myself.
Even when I was in
“..my hospital consultant
plaster, I’d been determined to regain
wasn’t pleased to find out
what fitness I could,
the distances I was
so concentrated at
first on upper body
‘walking’.”
exercises – anything
I could do from a chair or on crutches, although my
hospital consultant wasn’t pleased to find out the distances I was ‘walking’. Once out of plaster I added
swimming and some gym work. I signed up for a Pilates class to work on my core strength, balance and co
-ordination and, later still, began Body Pump classes,
which entails vigorous exercise to music whilst lifting
quite heavy weights!
I was on a mission to get fit and back to running in
the hills that I love.

run 10K, but by the time race
day came I had built up my
training sufficiently to not only
get round but to put some effort into it. By having low expectations, I was pleasantly surprised and really enjoyed it,
doing much better than I’d
thought I would. Two weeks
later I did the Langdale Christmas Pudding 10K in awful
weather – very strong wind
and driving rain – so my time
wasn’t quite as good as at Ulverston but I was still pleased
with my effort and loved being
back amongst my running
friends again.
The next challenge was to get
back to fell racing. Gulp!

The next challenge was to
get back to fell racing.
Gulp!

New year, new start and
all that, so I decided Nine
Standards on New Year’s
Day would be a good race
to begin with, particularly as it includes a significant stretch
of road running. Once again, the weather was abysmal with
several runners being treated for hypothermia. I seriously
considered dropping out because I was getting so cold, but
pressed on to the snowy summit where the wind was so
strong it was hard to even walk. With the wind behind us
on the descent, though, it was a suddenly much easier!
Back down the slippery boggy fell and onto the road again.
Even though I was near the back of the field, I gave it all I
had and really enjoyed the
“...I was back doing the post-race buzz. I was back
doing the sport I loved!
sport I loved!”

My first run on the Scar was just from the quarry car
park, past the Mushroom, to the trig point and back.
(Back in February it had taken me a whole hour just
to get to the Mushroom and back on crutches!) It
wasn’t a great success. I found the uneven, slightly
slippery limestone and mud surface surprisingly scary
and, what’s more, my ankle hurt. Oh dear. Back one
step.

Since then, I’ve competed in a lot of the Kendal Winter
League races, which I haven’t done before. I had a good
day out doing the 24-mile LDWA Derwentwater Amble in
February, which included quite a lot of ascent and a whole
range of weather from bright sunshine to snow. I came
very-almost-last in the Middle Fell race from Nether Wasdale recently, but still really enjoyed it and, at the end of
January, I completed That’s Lyth.

I reverted to road running, or
“I reverted to
at least running on level, firm
surfaces that would provide the road running..”
least challenge to dodgy ankles.
In December I did my first post-break race – the Ulverston 10K. When I’d signed up for it I couldn’t even

And this time, I didn’t fall over!

RACE TACTICS
EXPER IMENT AL R AC E T A CT ICS: NO . 6 - DR AUGHT ING. BY BEN PR OCT OR
raughting, or getting in another competitors slipstream and gaining an advantage, is a well known and legal
race tactic in the world of bike racing, swimming, speed skating and F1.
As much as 30% effort can be saved without loss of speed but has the disadvantage of a) not being able to see
where you are going b) getting covered in emissions from the competitor ahead - spit, snot or wee and c) you get
missed by photographers. It has clear potential but is less used in Fellrunning so we sent Helm Hill men’s captain
Ben out to test out the approach. And what better race to try this on but a sleety, bitterly cold Nine Standards
race on new years day in a strong headwind.

D

As we can see in pics 1—6 Ben has varying success in draughting. In pic 3 we see that Ben has exposed nearly 75%
of his body to the wind and looks tired while in pics 1,4 and 6 he is almost hidden and expending less energy and
feeling the benefit.
Meanwhile Andy Beanland and Rick Stuart were also testing out the approach and taking it in turns to run behind
the other, mainly to stop hyperthermia. Though Rick’s account was that Andy spent most time draughting him as
he was wearing his stealth heliumweight racefit-gilet and therefore toasty warm (see next edition ‘Gear-tastic’)

TECHNIQUE—FALLING OVER,

BY SAM GIBBS

M

any people are under the misapprehension that fell running is simply about being super-fit, however, there
are a great deal of other subtle qualities that make a truly great fell runner. In the first of an occasional series, we dissect the many ways an aspiring athlete can improve his/her chances of reaching their goals. First up, the
black art of falling over.
The great Billy Bland once said ‘There are those fell runners that fall over, and those fell runners that are going to
fall over’. And everyone falls over, even Rob Jebb. However, the number of times I have skipped past Rob sitting
on his backside looking puzzled is staggering. And this is why—the difference between a good fell runner and a
great fell runner is knowing what to do when you fall. To address this issue, I sacrificed my (probable) top 3 finish
at the recent Wansfell Race to enlighten the members of Helm Hill and share the secrets of successful falling over.
In essence, there are several key phases to a successful fall –
Initial Falling phase – Joss Naylor once said ‘Good runners fall over, great
runners fall over near a camera’. By falling near a camera, you will not only
look über-cool but also be able to break down (and improve) your falling technique race after race. The essential component is to relax as you fall, pretending you meant to do it. And remember—NEVER commit the schoolboy error
of looking directly at the camera.

Stabilisation phase – falling over is not an excuse to slow down. Keep in a
dynamic, low position, and once you are approaching terminal velocity extend
your arms for balance. Also, always maintain a relaxed yet serious expression.

Slalom phase – the fell is a brutal place
littered with treacherous obstacles – avoiding them is key. Using your lead leg
as a rudder, flex/extend your ankle to deftly swerve between rocks, boulders,
sheep faeces and other competitors.

Re-mount phase – Having watched a Chinese fell race in 485BC, Confucius
famously postulated ‘Our greatest glory is not in never falling, but in rising every
time we fall’ - well of course Confucius, lad...what if there is a an uphill next?
The key to a successful re-mount is two-fold - a firm hand-plant combined
with spring loading your body and slightly arching your back ready for…

The ‘Pop’ Phase – the crux move of the fall. Top fell runners spend thousands of hours honing this move and to date only a select few elite athletes
have mastered the technique. It requires precision, control and nerves of
steel. There is little point trying to describe it – you either get it or you
don’t.
So there you have it. Falling over deconstructed. What may look to a spectator as a mere trip or a seemingly innocuous stumble is actually your passport to faster times, better bragging rights and, ultimately, fell-running nirvana. For an outstanding instructional
video see the Barbon Fell Race video http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=z-oIkNu9MwA

“ I’VE RECCE’D IT, FOLLOW ME!”

HELM HILL RUNNERS

Keep those misendeavours rolling in!

Our yearly points competition for less-than-perfect efforts. 2014 has got off to a bumper start!
Mysterious character in the dark
2013 Defending Champion is Billy
We were joined by a new lad for one of the Monday evenings
speed session at QK. Nice lad called Kieran.
He arrived a little late, as did another runner, so they hooked up for a couple of warm-up laps as we'd started the
first rep. Being a friendly sort of bloke Kieran asked his warm up companion if he did much fell running. "Yeah, I do
a bit" Jebby replied. Being dark & Jebby in a wooly hat are mitigating factors, but still...Surely 5 points to Kieran
for not recognising the current British Fell Champion.
The Blyth race warm-up routine…..Wansfell start line, 11:57am: A large HH turnout mingled with other
runners waiting for the off, including Rob Blyth who noticed he was the odd one out. All the other runners had
a race number on and he wasn’t wearing his - he’d left it in his bag at the finish, some 1km away uphill. He pegged
it off up the road at race pace while the race preamble started. The RO spoke as slowly as she could but he still
wasn’t back so opted not to wait. Rob came hurtling back down the road looking all flushed to see the field charging up the road towards him. It was just like a Wednesday night on the Helm - charge down the hill, turn around
and run back up as fast as you can..5pts to Rob
Marital Compliments Jayne was chief bridesmaid for her sister and in keeping with her sister’s special
day, agreed to have her make-up done albeit rather reluctantly. Being a natural kind of girl she got increasingly
concerned the longer she sat there as the make-up continued to be piled on. Not sure about the end result, she
sought reassurance and comfort from Phil. He was clearly more than a little shocked at his made-up wife exclaiming, “oh my God Jayne you look like you’re dead” (next time Phil: “I prefer your beautiful natural look”......just a
suggestion) 5pts Phil
Pre-marital Compliments Ben put a lot of work into organising a fab night of orienteering on the castle.
His efforts did not go unnoticed by wife-to-be Bethan, who was heard to say "I just wish as much effort had
gone in to planning our wedding" (eek! rest assured Bethan, I am sure you would not want to be searching for flags
in gorse and holly bushes on your big day and that you were by far the best person for the wedding plans!) 5
points Ben
Premature Pilates One particular Wed eve Billy shouted up at training that a new ‘Pilates for men’ class was
starting Fri 8th Jan at Kirkbie Kendal school. Fri 8th Jan saw Billy, Lee and other enthusiastic Helm men arrive
at 7.55 with their washed stretchy tights (class due to start at 8). The instructor (running a circuit training class)
was surprised to see them 3 weeks early! 5 points to Billy
Lost keys Paul and Marcia Aitken set themselves the task of searching for their lost car keys in The Quagmire around the start/finish area of already boggy fell at Barbon - they’d fallen out of Paul’s jacket while he was
warming up. 40 mins later no joy. It was looking like a long walk back to Bampton with piggy backs for the children. In a flash of inspiration they checked the car and found the keys dangling in the lock of the boot. This was
handy as it was just in time to move it so the ambulance could park (but thats another story). 5 points each Paul
& Marcia
The famous Claymore Race Duncan sent Kath & Roger Aubrey separate texts asking if Jacob wanted to
race Carnethy (he was taking Chris, Matty & Tom Peel for U17 race) and after racing they could watch seniors
battling for Claymore.
Kath replied asking ‘what the hell is a Claymore?’ Duncan explained, it is a sword, used by scots to carve up English in olden days etc.and is the main Team trophy at Carnethy and hence the coveted prize of border-raiding English fellrunning clubs and specifically this year (well most years) HelmHill.
Later that evening, Roger returned home and told Jacob he couldn't do Carnethy (skiing holiday) but he could do
Claymore.
Kath immediately imparted her greater general knowledge "don't you know anything, Claymore is a sword, used
by scots to carve up English in olden days etc.and is the main Team trophy at Carnethy and hence the coveted
prize of border-raiding English fellrunning clubs and specifically this year (well most years) HelmHill"
Roger stunned into silence.
Good race Claymore 5pts Kath and Roger

SPRING 2014

Wee Lee Wee
Whether it was nerves with the Claymore looking within grasp, or too much race hydration/post race hydration
it is unclear, but I can report that men are actually FAR worse at holding their bladders than the ladies! First stop
was before the border on the way up, and there were at least 4 more wee stops that day. No wonder they need
the 5am starts, it was worse than a journey with the kids. Oh, actually hang on a minute, it was exactly that for Billy
with Lee calling from the back “Daaaaaad, can we stop for a minute…….”
At the final wee stop (at Penrith! Come on boys, you could surely have held on for half an hour, more training required) Ben got more than he bargained for when he stepped out into a ‘pile’ in the layby where someone else
(pleased to report- most gratefully or I may have considered resigning- no-one guilty of this) had been caught short.
He then got back on the bus saying “Victoria!” as if working for Cumbria Highways somehow made her responsible! 5 pts each to those Procter brothers
President’s route
At Carnethy we dutifully queued for the kit check before getting on the bus. Even as team photographer I felt a
bit Britishly uncomfortable about bypassing the queue and I wasn’t even running, team solidarity and all
that…...however the next moment as we are all still stood patiently in the queue we notice a lone Helm runner
who had sneaked onto the first bus and had clearly taken the racing line to get there avoiding the kit-check-marked
-route. You need to watch this (better remain nameless) runner as I noted that something similar happened at the
(to be fair endless) High Cup Nick soup queue. Wish I had been brave enough to take the “President’s route” then,
as by the time I got to the front (about 3 days later) the soup had all gone. 5pts Billy
Mittens, stealth shopping tactics and a broken bum muscle.
More Carnethy points……..5 to Ali for being last back to the bus after going searching for her lost mitten,
nearly causing Victoria and Dave (who had both kindly waited) to succumb to hypothermia; 5 to Paul for buying new fell shoes which he wore for the race, claiming if he took them home dirty Marcia would never realise he’d
bought more new shoes [contender for Top Tips]; 5 to Lee for the worst sandwiches (white bread slapped together with scraping of jam); and finally, 5 must be given to Mark for straining what can only be described as a
bum muscle (from Shaun’s demonstration) playing football 2 days before the Claymore battle. Never mind, it means
we all get to go again next year, can’t wait!
First across the tape
Adam was battling it out for winning glory at High Cup Nick when he came to a line of tape across the track
indicating that all runners needed to take a sharp turn to the right onto the village green He chose instead to
duck under the tape and keep running! (Perhaps wondering which annoying person had chosen to put a line of tape
in his path?) Needless to say, he had to graciously accept defeat into second place following such an error. Billy, you
may need to organise a "Tape: what it means" training session. 5pts Adam
Chairman’s assistant There may be a new post advertised on the committee......personal assistant to the
Chairman. Firstly he managed to turn up to the coaches meeting…….a week early. Secondly, despite rigorous
consideration of safety and accountability at the winter league in all the committee meetings, this seemed to go out
of the window when it came to himself at Cunswick, announcing as he crossed the line "Here's my number, but I
actually forgot to register!" 10pts Tim
Ultra training Jayne and Ali had to miss Elterwater as they were on the Cubs sponsored walk to Sedgewick
and back. 8 miles, so they decided they should easily be able to manage that in about 3 hours, even wondering
whether there would then be time to make it over to Langdale to the race......perhaps a little optimistic it turned
out as on the way back progress was dawdling to say the least, all the other cubs and scouts had finished and gone
home and even worse, we got 'the phone call of shame' to check we were ok and hadn't got lost! Finish time 5
hours, definitely need to aim for a PB next year. 5pts Ali & Jayne
Getting your moneys worth
Being a 5 mile race with a £10 entry fee the first counter in the British Fell Champs on Slieve Donard in Northern Ireland worked out at £2 a mile. Being a bit miserly Rick and Tom decided to add a few more miles on to the
route and get a better mile/£ ratio. 5pts each Rick and Tom for travelling so far to get lost in the mist.
Current leaders: The Procters are dominating the league so far, each with 10 points: Billy Braveheart, Captain
Ben and Wee Lee…...matched by Paul Keys and Chairman Tim. It’s all to play for though so make sure you keep
me informed of any points winning antics! Ali

FASHION
Vintage HHR clothing from
the attic / archive:
Alastair Dunn rocking an original early Helm Hill Runners
sweatshirt. Effortlessly paired
with an office trouser belt on
the running shorts. Its the retro look of 1990 for 2014. You
heard it here first.
Next time we’ll feature what’s
hot on the slopes this spring:
1990s short shorts in red.

GEEK CORNER

O

rganise your race bumbag! there’s nothing worse than scrabbling around trying to find that gel in your bumbag amongst the
assorted essential kit while your blood-sugar levels plummet and you lose
places. What started out as a pile of stuff crammed into a bumbag usually
ends up an impenetrable pile of stuff crammed into a bumbag. In 90% of
races you hopefully won’t need access to all this kit so package it all up,
wrap some elastic bands around it and tuck the gels /bars in for easy efficient access when you are least capable of clear thinking and dexterity.

How hard should you run in a race?
If it’s short, then pretty hard all the way. Have a look at Bill’s heart rate monitor data from
Dunnerdale. He was trying to stay ahead of Victoria after all.
9/10 Try harder next time Bill.
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SPRING 2014

Wildlife Corner

Spring Caption Comp: entries to newsletter@helmhill.co.uk The disappearing KWL flags mystery is solved.
Winter
Caption
winner:
another
mystery
prize goes
to mystery
emailer
whose
email was
accidentally
deleted!

Helm Hill unveil their version of the Gormley Sculpture 'Another Place'

NEXT EDITION: OUT MID JULY

Pics

Favourite races send us an article—as short /
long as you like!
Race reports—send us an article, as short / long
as you like!

As well as the Helm Hill Gallery check out the following for excellent race pics:
RacingSnakes: racingsnakes.com

Want to see something / contribute something?

Dobo: Fellrunner.net

Recipes/Misendeavours/Poetry……..

Woodentops: Woodentops.org

All suggestions / contributions welcome.
Send to: newsletter@helmhill.co.uk
Deadline 10th July
"I love deadlines. I like the whooshing sound they make
as they fly by." Douglas Adams

Thanks Again to Kirkbie Kendal
School for printing the newsletter.

Contact HelmHillRunners:

info@helmhill.co.uk
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Stop Press! Extra
Bob Graham Round by Andrew Cox…….can anyone help?
As a relatively new member of the Helm Hill club, I've really enjoyed running at the weekly meetings and
getting to know many of you - even if I don't remember your names (sorry Jonny aka Matty)! Having just
done my first week of Summer Training on the Helm, I'm amazed how many different ways you can go up it.
My main motivation for joining a club was to aid in my preparation for my Bob Graham Round attempt on Friday
18th July this year (put back from my original date of Friday 4th July as it turns out lots of fell runners are interested in Le Tour de France too!)…and to that end I was wondering whether any of you might be interested in
supporting me, either as a navigator or pacer? My training is well under way and I'm simply aiming to complete it
within the 24 hour time limit, doing the clockwise route leaving Moot Hall at 11pm. If you're up for a cheeky leg or just fancy coming out on some of my training runs in the fells - please drop me a line on 07967 377 268
or andrew@chestnut-developments.co.uk . Thanks, Andrew Cox

